
Diversity’s not an HR problem... it’s a 
powerful leadership opportunity

The DIVERSIFYING Jeff talks about has  
business-based, socially-significant effects…
It weaves your strands of leadership activity
Into a tapestry of dreams that become a reality 
A business that’s nimble, innovative and exciting
Where your customers are captivated,  
growing and delighted 
And the workplace is motivated, engaging  
and adaptable… 
Because your people are more valuable  
than human capital

More than a speech…it’s a  
one-of-a-kind musical experience

Jeff delivers an event experience where diverse 
musical styles are an on-stage metaphor for 
the value of cultivating different ideas and 
perspectives. 
He uses the power of music, song, dance and 
spoken word to create an emotional connection to 
the potential that exists in our human diversity. 
It’s a collective act of imagination where the  
audience will feel differently about the  
workplace and see greater possibility in their 
business future.

“Don’t persuade us to  
change… amaze us to change”

With over 3 decades of building teams  
and helping leaders get the very best from their 
people, Jeff  knows that leaders don’t want to hear 
more about the problems in the workplace. 
Jeff uses his experience to teach leaders how  
to inspire the workplace change that will make 
them more nimble and adaptable in an ever-
changing world. 
And he uses his creative passion to amaze them 
into believing that change is possible. 

DIVERSIFYING LEADERSHIP 
When you’re brave enough to make difference significant, that’s when diversity 
becomes your significant difference

Working with Jeff has been great! The ideas that  
he’s given us are something I won’t let go.
Ross Young, Head of Field Services, 
CITIPOWER/POWERCOR

You got fire bars  *Standing ovation*  
That was brilliant!!
Siddharth Dabiru, Mechanical Engineer, BHP

Jeff ‘s thought-provoking presentation resonated 
with our younger staff members as well as the 
executive management team. He’s a very inspiring 
communicator who is able to reach people in a 
most insightful manner.
Robert Pitton, Executive Advisor, ADVISIAN
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Watch Jeff in action  
(4:28)
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